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EBD #12.27  

2016-2017 

 

 

TO: ALA Executive Board 

 

RE: Digital Content Working Group 

  

ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 

Discussion of recent progress and plans for the future. Request approval of the proposed plan. 

 

ACTION REQUESTED BY: 

Carolyn Anthony, Co-chair, Digital Content Working Group 

Erika Linke, Co-chair, Digital Content Working Group 

Alan S. Inouye, Director, Office for Information Technology Policy 

Carrie Russell, Program Director, Office for Information Technology Policy  

 

CONTACT PERSON: 

Alan S. Inouye, 202-276-6738, ainouye@alawash.org 

 

DRAFT OF MOTION: 

None 

  

DATE: March 28, 2017 

 

BACKGROUND:  The Digital Content Working Group (DCWG) was extended through the 2017 

ALA Annual Conference in a much smaller configuration. In addition to pursuing digital content 

issues, the Group is charged with recommending how ALA should address these issues after the 

DCWG sunsets. 

 

ATTACHMENTS:  

Report from the DCWG. 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON THE DIGITAL CONTENT WORKING GROUP 

 

New York City 

 

The dominant activity in the last several months revolved around the ALA delegation visit to 

New York City led by ALA President Julie Todaro. The delegation met separately with leaders 

from Penguin Random House, Hachette Book Group, the Book Industry Study Group, the 

Metropolitan New York Library Council, and Brooklyn Public Library. Other members of the 

delegation were President-elect Jim Neal, DCWG Co-chairs Carolyn Anthony and Erika Linke, 

and OITP staffers Carrie Russell and Alan Inouye. 

 

In these meetings, several new initiatives were proposed and are in-process. We obtained 

important intelligence and insight into these organizations. Another purpose of these visits is to 

maintain and strengthen ALA’s relationships with New York-based publishing and library 

organizations. 

 

One initiative that emerged from our discussions at the 2017 Midwinter Meeting is the 

development and adoption of principles for the digital age. In our discussions, people were 

receptive to the idea and we are following up with them. We developed draft principles that we 

are now sharing with selected partners. The current draft is in the Addendum.  

 

Future Directions for the DCWG 

 

Now in its sixth year, the DCWG has made contributions to ALA and the library community. 

However, as an ALA working group, its organizational structure was never intended to be 

permanent. One of the charges to the DCWG this year was to consider how ALA should address 

digital content issues in the future. 

 

The DCWG finds that an entity that focuses on the strategic and national policy issues related to 

digital content should continue. For its home, this entity should be married to ALA’s policy work 

more generally. As such, we recommend that the new entity should be housed in the Office for 

Information Technology Policy (OITP) as a small Subcommittee, with one or more members of 

this subcommittee serving ex-officio on the OITP Advisory Committee. The specific organization 

of this subcommittee is left to the discretion of the OITP Advisory Committee.  

 

The definition of “strategic and national policy issues” is not easily articulated. Generally, these 

issues cut across multiple ALA units (e.g., they do not easily fit in a particular division or office) 

and are not focused on professional practices or practitioners, but have a significant political or 

other subjective dimension to them. One example of a strategic and national policy issue is 

advocating for digital preservation of the nation’s cultural heritage—as compared with 

developing technical standards and formats for preserving a specific type of media or advancing 

education or training for digital preservation librarians.  
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Given the now-established relationship developed between ALA and the New York publishing 

community with respect to strategic and policy issues, we propose that primary responsibility 

for its maintenance lies with the Subcommittee, involving the ALA Executive Board as 

appropriate. 

 

Issues Outside the Purview of the New Subcommittee 

 

In our deliberations, we identified a number of topics that are best pursued within other ALA 

units. Again, it is not so cut and dried what goes on this list: 

 

• Privacy issues, especially library-facing considerations. National issues that involve 

publishers and some other entities may fall, at least in part, into the domain of the 

Subcommittee 

• Technical and operational preservation issues, especially internal library community 

considerations 

• Digital collection issues, especially internal library or library cooperative considerations 

• Metadata 

• Most standards and interoperability issues 

• Access for people with disabilities. National issues that involve publishers and some 

other entities may fall, at least in part, into the domain of the Subcommittee 

• Government documents and publications 

 

Responsibility 

 

We conclude that it is beyond our charge or responsibility to link these topics to specific ALA 

units. But for the topics listed above, a number of ALA units are implicated, including AASL, 

ACRL, ALCTS, ASCLA, GODORT, LITA, OGR, OIF, OITP, and PLA, and likely others too. 
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ADDENDUM   

Principles (Draft in-progress – not seeking Board approval at this time) 

 

The core mission of the publishing and library communities is providing access to books and 

other reading material to the public. Our communities place importance on freedom of speech, 

reader privacy, intellectual freedom, and widespread literacy. For decades, we have worked 

together to advance these shared values and goals. 

  

The digital world greatly disrupts access to content, creating both opportunities and challenges 

for publishers and libraries. At the same time, disturbing and difficult trends and developments 

in society are challenging our shared values and goals. Thus, it is timely to re-state and re-affirm 

our joint commitment to these values and goals in the digital age and our willingness to work 

together to advance them: 

 

• Ensure that all resources available to consumers are available through libraries 

• Strive for the long-term preservation and access of published digital materials 

• Provide access to the full range of digital content to people with disabilities 

• Design digital services that respect the personal privacy of readers 

 


